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too large and disparate a subject for one person to tackle or 
one book to contain; and the more widely read the person, 
the more difficult she must find it to impose consistency, 
clarity, and purpose on the material. Hers is an approach 
that does not trace the sequences of ideas as the historian of 
ideas will do, but pursues the analogues as they turn up, and 
passes judgement on literary values; it is not concerned with 
either the chronological development of ideas or their 
topical analysis, but with their literary relationships. 
Perhaps this is implicit in the term "Araby"; it would be 
foolish to blame a book for not achieving a purpose it does 
not intend. But we may blame the many occasions when the 
English tail wags the European dog. The occasional forays 
into the Continent do little to redress the disappearing 
perspective of European literature, or the balance between 
an English theme and its European sources. Relevance to 
English literature is least appropriate as a criterion in an age 
when England was the province of a province of a culture. 

The "matter of Araby," if it implies "anything Arabic," 
is a very large subject, and the bits that have washed into the 
backwater of English naturally do not represent Arabic 
culture. It has never been more obvious that this able and 
intelligent author is the victim of her own subject and 
method than in her final pages. On the transmission of 
classical antiquity by the Arabs she says, very sensibly, 
"The migration of literary works, as well as concepts, 
images, themes, and motifs, was a natural by-product," but 
it is too much to add that the "literary material brought 
Islamic modes of thought" to more readers "than the 
intellectual elite" (because widely translated into the 
vernacular). Apart from the Secretum and the Dicts, there 
is very little in the vernacular that reveals Islamic modes of 
thought, and this whole book has made that much clear at 
least. And what was put into the vernacular in the later 
Middle Ages was, after all, also for an elite, though one that 
had come to prefer to read English. She says, too, that the 
Arabs "became the teachers and inspirers of the West at the 
very heart of its intellectual life: its attitude to reason and 
faith." The only discussion of this theme has been in the 
case of Adelard of Bath in his Quaestiones; but we hardly 
know what is the Arab influence he refers to there. The 
theme of faith and reason belongs to the history of the 
Divinity and even Arts students of Paris, and to another 
controversy, about the influence of Ibn Rushd. It is too late 
to bring this in on the last page, if it is to this that the remark 
refers. 

At the end of her book Metlitzki gives great importance to 
the story of Floris and Blancheflur, a "truly international 
tale." Less appropriate is the comment on it that she quotes, 
"we are introduced into the home life of the East." We are 
told that at the other extreme the spirit of the Christian 
encounter with Saracens at the lowest level was bigotry and 
hatred. If "lowest" means "worst" this is a tautology; but if 

it means the lowest were guilty of it, it just is not true. The 
highest, the elite, the best brains in Europe to interest 
themselves in the subject, were those most guilty of bigotry 
and hatred. From what we know of the behaviour of the 
lowest, they were the least bigoted, certainly when it was in 
their interest, as so often it was-those who sailed with 
Arabs, traded with them, worked for them, even fought for 
them, and certainly copulated with them, appear reflected in 
the prohibitions of the canons, and in what we know of the 
practice of confessors. Next we are referred to "Spitzer's 
caveat," that at least hatred for Arabs was only on 
dogmatic, not on racial grounds. This betrays a twentieth 
century anxiety. I am not so sure that it is even true, but if it 
were, it would be no palliative. If it is painful to suffer for 
what you cannot change, it is worse to suffer the pain and 
moral degradation of being forced to change your belief. 
"At the highest level, as in Floris and Blacheflur, the 
Arabian theme is perfectly fused into an original work 
which reveals the striving for harmony from dissonance at 
the core of the medieval concept of order in music, science, 
philosophy and canon law." This really will not do. I leave 
aside the pretentious generalization, which is not the 
author's own; consider only that in the climax of this poem 
the emir finds the lovers together in his improbable harem, 
but forgives and unites them. This fuses nothing but the 
imaginary couple. It no more "harmonizes the two opposite 
cultures" than the cheap novelettes, in which the housemaid 
married the Duke, solved the class problems of nineteenth 
century England. 

NORMAN DANIEL 

CAIRO 

Varqa ve Gzlah: A Fourteenth Century Anatolian 
Turkish Mesnevi by Yasufli Meddah. Edited with 
translation, glossary, and introduction by GRACE 

MARTIN SMITH. Pp. 222 + facsimiles (fifteen folios). 
Leiden: E. J. BRILL. 1976. Gld. 64. 

Early Anatolian Turkish literature is quite rich in 
mesnevis, metrical romances based on the love stories of 
fabulous couples. If we disregard (AlI's Qissa-i Yfisuf 
written in a mixed dialect, i.e., the Oghuz dialect mixed with 
Eastern Turkic elements, $eyyad Hamza's Destan-i Yusuf 
(which probably dates from the second half of the thirteenth 
century) is the first of such poems composed in pure 
Anatolian Turkish. At the end of the thirteenth century, 
another Anatolian poet, Suli (Stili?) Faqfh, produced a much 
longer (4,800 couplets) metrical romance based on the 
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Koranic love story. From the following century we possess 
at least three such poems: Yisuf-i MeddahI's Varqa ve 
GulWah (1342-43 or 1368-69), Hoca MesWid's Suheyl u 
NevbahCr (1378), and $eyxoglu Mustafa's Xurfidname 
(1387). 

The book under review is the critical edition of one of 
these metrical romances, that of Varqa ve Guflvah by 
Yisuf-i Meddah. It begins with an introduction (pp. 1-21) 
that gives information on literary activities in Anatolia in 
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, on the author, and 
on his main work, Varqa ve Gul~dh, and the various copies 
of this work. So far it has generally been assumed that 
Yisuf's work is practically identical with the Persian poet 
(Ayyfq!'s story of Varqa and Gulsah (which probably dates 
from the twelfth century). After comparing the two versions, 
Dr. Smith has come to the conclusion that these two works 
are by no means identical, that is, Yfisufs work is not a 
translation of (AyyoqI's metrical romance. 

The introduction also contains a short section on the 
linguistic and spelling peculiarities of the text (pp. 17-20). 
Among the spelling features, indication of the accusative 
suffix -i/-i by hemze occasionally and that of izafe (-i/-i) by 
vav in some cases are especially noteworthy. Also 
remarkable is the determination of spelling by the meter, 
i.e., the use of letters of prolongation to indicate the vowels 
of metrically long syllables or the omission of these letters 
to designate the vowels of metrically short ones, e.g., 

t 1, sevi~ib (29 b), S J9JyJ 15 gelurler-di 
(31 a), JJLS.v degineler(56 a), T1L beni(I87 a), 

cani (1479 b). It goes without saying that this 
practice prevents the determination of the originally long 
vowels of genuine Turkic words through the meter. 

The introduction is followed by the text in transcription 
and its English translation (pp. 24-213). Let it be said 
beforehand that the editor has generally been successful in 
reading the original copy, i.e., the Koyunoglu manuscript, 
which is written in a cramped and indeed difficult script. In 
recontructing the text, she has used this copy as the basic 
manuscript because, in spite of its obvious scribal errors, it 
seems that the Koyunoglu copy is the most reliable one. In 
order to reproduce a more or less correct text, however, the 
editor often refers to the other copies, mainly to the Paris 
and Yozgat manuscripts and less frequently to the Uskudar 
(Selim Aga Library, Kemankes, No. 539) manuscript. It 
should be said that Dr. Smith has generally been successful 
in identifying the textual errors made by the copyists and in 
correcting them with the help of the meter. 

In spite of many such corrections, however, quite a 
number of verses in the text have remained uncorrected. For 
example, the author reads jj , the Persian word for 
"pearl," gevher wherever it occurs: iki si iki gevherden gev 
an (1 9a), altayusi eydur i adi gevher (746 a), la q u ydqat u 
zumurrud hep gevher (808a). In all these verses, the first 

syllable of the work is measured short. Consequently, if we 
read it gevher, all these lines are metrically defective. On 
the other hand, in spite of its spelling with vav, if we read it 
guher, these verses are metrically correct. There are cases, 
however, in which we have to read this word gevher, e.g., oc 
daxi bir q-imen gevher bulur (1 7b). Obviously, the poet 
makes use of the existence of alternative forms in the 
language. 

Other metrically defective lines occurring throughout the 
work could also be corrected easily. Thus, line 199a, which 
reads vardi savdi sui rjsin o itu Ij, could be corrected as 
vardi savdi sui rjsini oi itu , and line 332b, reading Fehd u 
Eirmn vekeristanum benum, as Fehd u firln vekkeristanum 
benum. Similarly, line 399b, which reads aldi vehrden 
ta~ra qiqdi qamusin, should be read aldi vardan ta~ra qiqdi 
qamusin (the Turkicised, contracted form Far occurs 
frequently in Old Anatolian Turkish), and line 790b, 
reading nidiser eydem qalanin yarin, and nidiser eydem 
qalanini yarin (the Yozgat manuscript has qalanini). Even 
more radical changes could and should have been made in 
order to reconstruct metrically correct verses. For example, 
couplet 376 reads as follows: didi-kim ya pasban Varqa 
benem/dostva U size yakiya dufmen benem. Since the 
words immediately preceding benem in both lines do not 
rhyme, these lines cannot be regarded as rhymed. Besides, 
the second line is metrically defective, even if we regard the 
word dost as one syllable metrically. Consequently, the 
reconstruction of this couplet should be as follows: didi-kim 
yti pasban Varqa benem/dostvan size yakiya dzfmenem. 
Similarly, couplet 633 reads as follows nice kim er diledi oc 
oir-i ner! cumie summ bekem oldi gor neyder. The second 
line is metrically defective. Two corrections must be made: 
first, neyder should be read nider, and second, summ bekem 
must be read summ'n bukmun, "deafs and dumbs," because 
this is a citation from the Koran. Thus, the line should be 
reconstructed to read cumie summun bukmun oldi gor 
nider, "they all were as if deaf and dumb; see what he did." 

In some cases, metrically defective verses result from the 
editor's misreading of certain words. For example, the word 
dege at the end of line 171 a should be corrected as degir, 
since it is actually written 5 in the manuscript and it 
rhymes with es-ir! Similarly, line 473a, which reads 
bazlaru i ustinde Caqa Caq tri, "over their heads, the 
clashing of swords," should be corrected as follows: 
bazlaru i ustinde qaqoCaq-i ta, "over the heads, the 
clashing of swords" (the manuscript has delA U 
which is a misspelling for even the Turkicised form qaqciaq 
of the Persian J ). Likewise, the wordgokcekin 
line 772a should be corrected to gokeegi, for this is what 
actually is written on p. 8v of the Koyunoglu manuscript. 
Thus, the couplet reads qamu 'iem gokeegi bir 
dirnaNna/degmez oa tO ki bir bir sakina. Still, there is 
an extra syllable in the first line. In my opinion, the word bir 
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is superfluous here and the line should read as follows: 
qamu 1;lem gokcegi dirnagina. Another such misreading is 
the word yuvalanur in line 1495 a, which reads geh saray 
ifinde 4altan yuvalanur, "sometimes staggering inside the 
palace," (p. 198). What we actually have in the manuscript 
is ,y!g , i.e., yuvlanur, the aorist of yuvlan- "to 
roll," a form which alternates with the more common 
yuvalan- in Old Anatolian Turkish. 

In the text there are some lines which either are non- 
Turkish or do not make sense at all. Some of them, however, 
could be corrected easily. Thus, line 737b, reading 
Eahlannu U bavi kesu'k buldilar, is grammatically wrong for 
one may either say vahlarnug bavin or vahlarihni bavi in 
such a context. The Koyunoglu manuscript actually has 
bavini, which makes the line one syllable longer. If we 
reconstruct the line to read vahlarini bavi kesu'k buldilar, 
however, it is correct both grammatically and metrically. 

Other misreadings are of minor importance but they occur 
frequently. Thus, for example, iylug-ile (67a) should be 
corrected as eylug-ile, qodu (1 12b) as qodi, resimle (210) 
as resmile, qai'd (834b) as qasid, uguzv (1125 a) as iko.y, 
tabusina (1 563b) as tapusina, etc. Similarly, yuruden (2a), 
yuridi (141a), and yaridiler (433a) should have been 
yoruden, yoridi, and yoridiler, respectively. Likewise, 
yuqaru (381b, etc.) and uyandi (733b) should have been 
read yoqaru and oyandi. 

The editor indicates the long vowels of Arabic and 
Persian loan-words with superimposed lines, which is a 
common practice, e.g., yaqut (3a), maq$udina (4b), fedo 
(7b). However, throughout the work there are many cases in 
which such long vowels are not indicated, e.g., vive (26a), 
axire (194b), bari (410a), kayka (595 b), Capuk-suivar 
(586b), aletin (636b), sinesinden (1113b). In all these 
words long vowels should have been indicated by 
superimposed lines. Moreover, the editor could have drawn 
a line also over the o of the Turkicised word xoca (<P. 

Ad - ) because the first syllable of this word is 
generally measured long in Varqa ye GuilFoh: xocalari fun 
sebaq virur idi (30b), xocam okh ni severem con-le (685 a). 

On the other hand, however, the author employs this 
method also in the transcription of metrically long syllables 
of genuine Turkic works, which is not a common practice, 
e.g., qatina, "to the presence of" (459b), qaiqonini, "his 
shield" (463a), yavaein, "their fight" (629a), tiyurj, "your 
uncle" (710a). 

Another peculiarity of the transcription system is that the 
editor indicates the epenthetic vowels of some Arabic 
loanwords by writing them on a higher level, e.g., qavlm, 
"tribe" (273 a, etc.). In my opinion, it is not necessary to adopt 
such a transcriptional system. Besides, in the case of the word 
qavm, the inserted vowel would be u, noti, in the Old Anatolian 
Turkish. In this connection, it should also be noted that the 
transcription of the Arabic word I as avxr in line 

697b is wrong, for this word already consists of two 
syllables in Arabic. 

Finally, with regard to the text, I would like to say a few 
words on the printing mistakes. Although the work under 
review is a well printed book, it is by no means free of 
misprints. On the contrary, Varqa ve Guloah is full of 
printing mistakes. One may encounter this kind of mistake 
on almost every page of the work. There are also some 
inconsistencies in the transcription of certain words which 
rather seem to belong to the editor; for example silafOtra 
(38a) but silahoor (50b), dost (376b) but dust (1434b), 
qimeti (17b) but qiymet! (99a) and qiymetl (808a, etc.). 

The text and its translation are followed by a glossary of 
five and a half pages (pp. 215-220), and then by the 
facsimilies of the Koyunoglu manuscript (15 folios). 
Although it is well-arranged, the glossary is too small, 
containing only some rather rare words and expressions. It 
should be emphasized that many rare words or linguistically 
important archaic forms are not included in the glossary, 
e.g., eni4, "descent" (2b; important for its initial e), bular, 
"these" (28b, etc.), xoca, "teacher" (30b, 685 a; important 
because the first syllable is measured long), pusi, "ambush" 
(75b; important for its initial p), vaqt-i biqin, "harvest 
time" (670b), gondur-, "to send" (750b), odaq, "tent" 
(81 8b; transcribed as 6daq, important for the voicing of t). 
It goes without saying that a complete glossary containing 
all the words occurring in the text would be much more 
useful for linguistic studies. 

These are the shortcomings which caught my eye while 
turning the pages of the book under review. However, as I 
have already pointed out, all these are of minor importance 
and do not cause much harm to the value of the work. 

In concluding this review, let it be said that Dr. Smith's 
work, in spite of the shortcomings mentioned above, is a 
useful book and a valuable contribution to Anatolian 
Turkish studies. 

TALAT TEKIN 

HACETrEPE UNIVERSITY, ANKARA 

Handbuch der Orientalistik. Indonesien, Malaysia und 
die Philippinen. Unter Einschluss der Kap-Malaien in 
Siid-Afrika. Dritte Abteilung; Zweiter Band: Religionen, 
Abschnitt 1. Herausgegeben von H. KAHLER. Pp. 172. 
Leiden: E. J. BRILL. 1975. Gld. 80. 

The addition of the Cape Malays we owe to the editor of 
this "Abteilung," H. Kahler, who misuses his position to 
give way to his hobby. The only argument in favour of 
including this strange element might be that the language of 
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